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Abstract—Reinforcement Learning has been able to solve many
complicated robotics tasks without any need for feature engi-
neering in an end-to-end fashion. However, learning the optimal
policy directly from the sensory inputs, i.e the observations, often
requires processing and storage of a huge amount of data. In the
context of robotics, the cost of data from real robotics hardware
is usually very high, thus solutions that achieve high sample-
efficiency are needed. We propose a method that aims at learning
a mapping from the observations into a lower-dimensional state
space. This mapping is learned with unsupervised learning using
loss functions shaped to incorporate prior knowledge of the
environment and the task. Using the samples from the state space,
the optimal policy is quickly and efficiently learned. We test the
method on several mobile robot navigation tasks in a simulation
environment and also on a real robot. A video of our experiments
can be found at: https://youtu.be/dgWxmfSv95U
Index Terms—Reinforcement Learning, State Representation
Learning, Robotics
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is the key element to bring robots
in everyday life. Robots will be asked to accomplish many
different and complex tasks (e.g. navigation and exploration
of unknown environments, objects manipulation and human-
interaction, etc.) and theses challenges require the ability
to extract meaningful information or features from the data
perceived by the sensors. Because of the high task complexity,
usually, multiple sensor modalities are employed. The so-
called observation space, i.e. the space containing the sensory
data, has a dimensionality much higher than the so-called state
space, i.e. the space containing the meaningful information for
solving the task.
Traditionally, this leads to complicated manual preprocess-
ing of the data, feature engineering, and coding of the task
solution. Even though very successful, feature engineering
suffers from a lack of generalizability and reusability in
different contexts. For each new task, it is usually necessary
a new preprocessing stage and often the coding of a new
solution.
Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) [1] has been used for
decision making in many different scenarios without the need
for any feature engineering. RL aims at learning the mapping
from the observation space to the action space directly from
the data obtained through the interaction with the environment
and the reward received for each action taken. The direct end-
to-end mapping from observation to action has successfully
solved a huge variety of tasks [2] (e.g. videogames, robot path
planning, dexterous manipulation, etc.), but it usually requires
a high amount of data that are not often easy to obtain (e.g.
training on real robotics hardware). Furthermore, no control
over the learning of the task-relevant information is present,
but the RL algorithms extract, without any supervision, the
important features out of the input data.
State Representation Learning (SRL) is the name given
to the process of learning and encoding the task-meaningful
information from the observation space to the so-called state
space, i.e. the space containing only the task-relevant informa-
tion. Usually, the state space has dimensionality much smaller
than the observation space. The mapping from observation to
states can be learned using supervised learning methods using
labeled data, i.e. true value of the states. However, these are
difficult and expensive to obtain. In this work, we specifically
focus on a method for tackling the state representation learning
problem using unsupervised or self-supervised learning, i.e.
without the use of the true value of the states. However, to
aid the learning of a meaningful representation we use the
concept of priors introduced by [3] and further developed by
[4]. With the priors, we model the prior knowledge about
the world that can be used to inject information in the state
representation learning problem. For example, it is possible to
phrase these priors as loss functions for neural networks. The
authors believe that unsupervised and self-supervised methods
combined with general prior knowledge of the world are the
keys to achieve higher degrees of intelligence and autonomy
in robotics.
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Fig. 1: Overall end-to-end framework combining State Representation Learning and Reinforcement Learning.
In this work, we aim at incorporating the reward func-
tion properties into the state representation learning process
through the priors. We extend the concept of the priors to mul-
tiple sensor modalities (a very common scenario in robotics),
to multi-targets navigation tasks and transfer learning from
simulation to real robot. The general framework used is shown
in Figure 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the related work in the scope of this paper, while
Section III provides the theoretical information about RL and
SRL. Then, Section IV discusses the proposed methodol-
ogy. Section V provides information about the experiments
designed and Section VI presents and discusses the results
obtained. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
SRL aims at learning the correct encoding of the state
information out of the raw sensor observations. The quality of
the state representation is crucial for decision-making, perfor-
mances of RL algorithms, and their generalization capabilities.
The mapping from observations to states is commonly learned
with neural networks [5] using mostly auto-encoders (AEs)
and variation of these (e.g. variational AEs, denoising AEs,
etc.) Accordingly to [5], three main methodologies can be
followed to learn meaningful state representations for RL.
The first one relies on the observation reconstruction using,
for example, AEs. An AE is a neural network composed by
an encoder that maps observations to latent state variables
of lower dimensionality, i.e. st = φ(ot), and a decoder
that reconstructs the observations from these latent variables,
i.e. oˆt = φ−1(st). Because of the imposed dimensionality
reduction, the autoencoder tries to extract the relevant features
from the observations in order to minimize the reconstruction
error loss LAE = (ot−oˆt)2. Variations of autoencoder learning
are used in [6], [7], [8] and [9].
Second, it is possible to leverage on forward models, i.e
models predicting the next state st+1 given the current state
st and action at and inverse models, i.e models predicting the
action at given the state st and the next one st+1. Forward
and inverse models are used in [10], [11], [12] and [13].
The third methodology, the one used in this work, uses prior
knowledge about the task and the environment to shape the
state space. The prior knowledge is encoded in form of loss
functions used to train the neural network in charge of the
observation-state mapping. To this category belongs the work
proposed in [4], [8] and [14].
Independently on the chosen method, the state representa-
tion should be able to efficiently compress the observation
space, with minimum information loss, to a state space with
Markovian properties [15], i.e from a single state st, it is
possible to choose the best action without ambiguity. The
aim is to transform a Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP), in the observation space, which is difficult
to solve, requires memory and high amount of sample, to a
simple Markov Decision Process (MDP), in the state space,
that can be efficiently solved by any RL algorithm. The state
representation should be also able to generalize to unseen
observations with similar features.
III. BACKGROUND
The main elements of RL [1] are the agent and the environ-
ment. The agent, by interacting with the environment, learns
the mapping between state st and action at, i.e. the policy
at = pi(st) , by receiving a reward rt for each action taken.
The ultimate goal of the agent is to find the optimal policy,
i.e the policy that maximizes the total cumulative discounted
reward in Equation (1).
R = ΣTt=0γ
trt+1 (1)
Many RL algorithms estimate the state value function
V (st) or the state-action value function Q(st, at) and infer
the optimal policy from it. These methods are called in
literature value-function-based approaches. Q-learning [16] is
one of them. Q-learning learns the state-action value function
Q(st, at), which is an estimate of how good is to choose a
certain action in a given state.
Deep Q-Network (DQN) [17], improves the original Q-
learning by approximating the state-action value function with
a neural network. However, while the algorithm is now capable
of handling continuous state spaces or big discrete state-action
spaces (very common in many applications), the algorithm
inherits the training instabilities of the neural network. When
training neural networks, the first assumption is of independent
and identically distributed data (i.i.d), however, in RL, the sam-
ples are collected from trajectories, thus strongly temporally
correlated. This temporal correlation of the samples makes the
training of the Q-network highly unstable, thus Experience
Replay [18] is used to break the temporal correlation between
the samples as it generates training batches composed by
randomly sampled data points. The second problem is related
to the loss function of the Q-network (see Equation 2). The
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the State-net.
loss requires a target rt + maxat+1 Q(st+1, at+1) to compute
the temporal difference error that is them back-propagated to
adjust the parameters of the network. However, this target
is non-stationary and it is predicted using the same network
that is updated. This generates, again, instability. To solve
this issue, Double DQN (DDQN) [19] uses a copy of the Q-
network to compute this target Q-values.
L = (rt + max
at+1
Q(st+1, at+1)−Q(st, at))2 (2)
IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Proposed approach
Learning useful representations of the environment is es-
sential for autonomous robotics and decision making. How-
ever, the mapping from the observation space, usually high-
dimensional, and to the state space, usually lower-dimensional,
is not straightforward. Here, we notice that with state space
we intend the space of important information, necessary for
learning the optimal policy for a given task using reinforce-
ment learning. In general, the ground truth information is
not always available or easy to obtain. Therefore, we aim
at learning a valid state representation in an unsupervised
fashion. However, we employ generic domain knowledge to
shape the state representation: the robotics priors [4]. In this
work, we proposed an adaptation of the original ones. The use
of priors makes the learning of a state representation sample
efficient and possible after a few training epochs.
The multi-modal observations are fed to the State-net (see
Figure 2), i.e. the network in charge of encoding the important
information from the data and compressing them into a lower-
dimensional state vector. The State-net design was inspired by
the architecture proposed in [20].
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Fig. 3: Architecture of the Q-net.
The state vector is then passed as input of a Q-network (see
Figure 3) in order to estimate the state-action value function
that is then used it to choose the optimal action. DDQN was
chosen for its simplicity and popularity, but the method is not
dependent on this choice and any other RL algorithm can be
used, both with discrete and continuous action spaces. This
scheme is shown in Figure 1.
B. Reward-shaped priors
Our approach builds upon the priors introduced in [4] and
aims at addressing the following research questions:
1) How can the reward function, through the priors, be used
for shaping the learning of the state representation?
2) How can the concept of priors be extended to multiple
sensor modalities, different environments, and multi-
targets navigation problems?
3) To what extent, can the representation learned, using
the priors, in the simulation environment be transferred
effectively to the real robot without further re-training?
The priors used in this work are listed below, where
∆st = st+1 − st and ∆rt = rt+1 − rt
Simplicity Prior: The task-relevant information lies in a
space with dimensionality much smaller than the sensory
observations.
Temporal Coherence: State changes are slow and dependent
only on the most recent past. This can be interpreted as an
enforcement of the Markov’s assumption.
L1 = E[ || ∆s2t || ] (3)
Reward Proportionality (new prior): Similar reward changes
should induce similar state changes. These reward changes are
the results of actions, but actions can be continuous or with
different levels of abstraction (e.g. in the case of Hierarchical
RL) and the notion of similarity is difficult to define for those
cases. This new prior aims at clustering together states with
similar reward variations independently on the kind of action
taken.
L2 = E[(|| ∆st2 || − || ∆st1 ||)2| | ∆rt2 ∼ ∆rt1 | ] (4)
Causality (new prior): Dissimilar rewards are a symptom of
state dissimilarity. With analogous reasoning as before, the
(a) Env-1 (b) Env-2 (c) Env-3 (d) Env-4 (e) Env-5
Fig. 4: Simulation environments. The robot starting position is highlight by green rectangles, while possible targets locations
by red circles
constraint to similar actions in the Causality prior of [4] is
removed.
L3 = E[e
−||st2−st1 ||2| rt2 6= rt1 ] (5)
Reward Repeatability (new prior): Reinforces the similarity of
states when presenting the same reward variation, not only in
magnitude, but also in direction.
L4 = E[e
−||st2−st1 ||2(|| ∆st2 −∆st1 ||)2| | ∆rt2 ∼ ∆rt1 | ]
(6)
The overall loss function, Equation (7), used for training the
State-Net is equal to the weighted sum of the different priors
with the addition of L2-regularization term.
L = ω1L1 + ω2L2 + ω3L3 + ω4L4 + ω5Lreg (7)
The weights of the single loss function (in Equation (7))
were chosen equal to ω1 = 3, ω2 = 15, ω3 = 15, ω4 = 15
and ω5 = 3 to balance the contribution of the single loss
functions. This combination gave good empirical results, but
no optimization procedure was run to find the best set of
weight.
In RL, the reward function is defined and shaped based on
task-specific knowledge to allow the agent to learn optimal
behaviors. However, in the context of SRL, a task cannot
be efficiently learned if an informative representation hasn’t
been learned yet. We believe that the best representation is the
one that incorporates meaningful information for solving the
task, therefore it shouldn’t be learned independently from the
chosen reward function. The new priors (4), (5), and (6) were
developed to achieve this goal: shaping the state representation
using not only the environment observations, but also the
rewards. In particular, the reward variation from two states
is used to further impose the Markov’s assumption, during the
observation compression step. Ideally, we would like to obtain
a regularized state space that is Markovian, i.e. a standard RL
algorithm by looking at a single state prediction can choose
the optimal action without the need for any memory structure.
C. Neural networks architecture and training regime
The State-Net, Figure 2, is an encoder network, i.e. neural
network with output dimensionality much smaller than the
input dimensionality. The samples from the two sensor modal-
ities are passed through two separate network branches and
they are both used to make to independent state predictions of
dimension n. The two predictions are concatenated and then
fed through a final fully connected (dense) layer that combines
them to produce the final state prediction, again of dimension
n. The considerations on choice of the state dimensionality are
shown in Section VI. The state predictions and the actions are
then used to estimate the Q-values using the neural network
shown in Figure 3
As shown in [20], the state representation network shouldn’t
be updated with the same frequency of the reinforcement
learning network due to the generation of high learning
instability. Therefore, we normally train the Q-Net (Figure
3) at each training step, while we update only after a fixed
number of training episodes the State-Net (2). The frequency
of the update of the State-Net is chosen to be a trade-off
between training too often and generate instability and training
too rarely and slow down the learning of the optimal policy.
The optimal policy cannot be learned without an informative
state representation. In the episodes right after the updates of
the State-Net, the rewards achieved by the RL-agent may drop
due to the sudden changes of the state representation. To avoid
getting stuck in local optimal policies, we hold constant the
value of the  of the -greedy exploration policy of DDQN.
V. EXPERIMENTS DESIGN
A. Mobile robot navigation with camera and LIDAR
When autonomously navigating, mobile robots are usually
equipped with multiple sensors (sensor modalities) in order to
be able to gather the highest amount of information from the
environment. Commonly used sensors for perceiving the world
are cameras and laser range scanners (LiDARs). Therefore, we
equipped our robot (Turtlebot 3 waffle) with a camera (FOV 60
degrees) and a 2D LiDAR (FOV 360 degrees). The approach
is first tested in the ROS-Gazebo 3D simulation environment
and later evaluated on the real robot (again Turtlebot 3 waffle).
B. Reinforcement learning algorithm settings
The algorithm chosen is DDQN with inputs the state pre-
dictions from the State-Net and with output the Q-values, one
estimate per action. The agent can choose among 3 discrete
actions: respectively, go forward, turn right, and turn left. To
study the effect of different reward functions on the state
representation learned with the new set of priors (Equation
(3)-(6)), two different reward functions are tested:
• Reward function based on the distance between the robot
and the target (Equation (8))
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Fig. 5: Crash ratio (5a) and cumulative reward (5b) obtained during training using different sensor modalities
• Reward function based on the orientation of the robot
with respect to the target (Equation (9))
r(st) =

rreached, d ≤ dmin,
rcrashed, sts,
1− eγd, otherwise.
(8)
r(st) =

rreached, d ≤ dmin,
rcrashed, sts,
1− eγθ, otherwise.
(9)
where d is the distance of the robot to the target, estimated
using the odometry information, θ is the robot orientation with
respect to the target, dmin is the minimum distance threshold
below which the navigation target is considered reached and
γ is a scaling factor for the exponential function. rreached
and rcrashed are respectively a bonus for reaching the target
and a penalty for hitting an obstacle, i.e. a terminal state sts.
These two reward functions are a common choice for solving
navigation tasks.
C. Navigation tasks in different environments
We first compare the new priors with the ones from [4]
in order to highlight similarities and differences in the en-
vironment in Figure 4a. We then analyze the choice of the
state dimensionality as being a crucial aspect of the RL
performances. Furthermore, we study, through t-SNE [21],
PCA [22] and correlation analysis, if the State-Net trained
with the priors (Equation (3)-(6) succeeds in encoding the
meaningful information for solving the navigation task. In the
case of the mobile robot navigation proposed, this information
corresponds to the physical properties of the world as, for
example, the pose of the robot (x-position, y-position, and
θ orientation) and its distance to the target. Eventually, we
test our approach in environments with different topologies
and features (e.g. different colors of the wall, textures, etc.),
shown in Figure 4b-4e, to validate the method. We also again
study the information encoded by that State-Net and to what
extent these are dependent on the environment shape.
D. Multi-targets state representation
We perform experiments to assess the priors in case of
a more complicated task: learning a state representation for
multiple navigation targets. During training at every episode,
a target is sampled from a uniform distribution. We slightly
adapt the observation vector to include the location, (x,y)
coordinates, of the target. This information is directly passed
to the last dense layer of the State-Net.
E. Transfer learning experiments
Transfer learning is an important element for deploying RL
algorithms on real robots, but it is usually limited by the
simulation-reality gap, i.e. the difference that always exists
between simulation and the real world. However, if informative
high-level features are extracted from the observations, the RL
policies, trained on these features, gain robustness and can be
transferred from simulation to real without any undesirable
training on the real robots.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The state predictions are analyzed using Principal Com-
ponents Analysis (PCA) [22] and t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [21]. These two techniques
for dimensionality reduction allow us to visualize high di-
mensional datasets, understand and explain the learned state
representation.
A. Mobile robot navigation with camera and LiDAR
Here, we analyze the influence of the different sensor
modalities on the learned representation. In particular, we
compare the quality of learned representation through the crash
ratio and the total cumulative reward when:
• camera and LiDAR are used (Figure 5a and 5b)
• only the camera is used (Figure 5a and 5b)
• only the LiDAR is used (Figure 5a and 5b)
When both sensors are employed, the crash ratio is reduced
(see Figure 5a) and the convergence speed is improved (see
Figure 5b). This shows how the representation learned with
the priors is capable of fusing the different sensor modalities
to obtain the best set of features.
B. Navigation tasks in different environments
1) Comparison with original priors: The comparison with
the priors, introduced in [4], is done by comparing the effect of
the different learned state representation on the performance of
the RL-agent in the environment depicted in Figure 4a. For the
sake of a fair comparison, the training and testing environment
is similar to the one used in [4]. Furthermore, the same neural
networks and hyperparameters are used. In Figure 6, the crash
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Fig. 6: Crash ratio when the new priors and the original priors
are used on the same navigation task.
ratio during training is shown when the proposed priors and
the original priors are used.
As shown in Figure 6, the new set of priors is able
to improve the RL performances by reducing the average
crashing ratio and its variance during training.
2) Analysis of the state dimensionality: The choice of the
state dimensionality is crucial for RL performances. To test
it, we analyze the crash ratio, i.e. the number of times an
episode ends due to a collision with an obstacle over the
total number of episodes, in relation to the choice of the
state dimension. This choice corresponds to the choice of the
output dimension of the State-Net. The results are shown in
Figure 7. It is possible to notice that if the state dimension is
chosen too small with respect to the optimal one, the encoding
step loses much important information due to the exaggerated
compression. This is the case for the state dimension equal to
2 and 3. In those cases, the RL-agent struggles to reduce the
collisions and improve the policy. On the other hand, if the
dimension is chosen too big, for example, equal to 100, the
performances of the RL-agent are slowed down due to the lack
of compression and the curse of dimensionality. The RL-agent
has to learn which information has to be ignored.
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We compare our approach with RL using the true pose of the
robot (x-position, y-position and θ orientation) and end-to-end
RL based on observations (see Figure 8) in the environment in
Figure 4a. As expected, RL based on the ground truth quickly
converges to the optimal solution (blue line in Figure 8),
however the knowledge of the ground truth is a limiting factor
in many real-world scenarios. When the state representation
is combined with RL (orange line in Figure 8) after few
updates of the State-Net (occurring at episode 200 and 400
respectively), the policy converges to the optimal solution with
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Fig. 8: Comparison of RL based on true pose, SRL combined
with RL (ours) and RL with input the raw observations.
slope very similar to the policy using the ground truth. The
policy directly based on observation (green line in Figure
8) cannot converge in the time window of 1200 episodes.
This result proves the effectiveness of the state representation
learning using the priors.
Through PCA, we study the actual dimensionality of the
encoded state space by counting the number of uncorrelated
components. The method is tested for all the environments in
Figure 4. The results obtained are shown in Table I.
The state representation learned with the priors is not
dependent on the topology of the environment (e.g. its shape)
or the choice of the features (e.g. wall’s colors or textures)
as the number of uncorrelated component is consistently 4 in
Env-1, Env-2, Env-4 and Env-5 (see Table I). This proves that
the state representation learning method proposed generalizes
well in different environments. Interestingly, in Env-3, when an
obstacle is present on the optimal trajectory towards the target,
the state representation can encode that information. This is
reflected in the number of uncorrelated components, as a fifth
one emerges. This again proves that the state representation
learned with the new priors can encode the task-relevant
information.
Environment State-Net output dim Nr. uncorr. components
Env-1 10 4
Env-2 10 4
Env-3 10 5
Env-4 10 4
Env-5 10 4
TABLE I: Different environment results.
In order to understand what kind of information the State-
Net encodes in the state space, we compare samples from
the different principal components with the physical important
properties required in any navigation task: pose of the robot (x,
y, θ) and distance to the target. The results of the correlation
analysis, for the environment in Figure 4a, are shown in Table
II. A correlation exists between the real physical properties
of the world and the encoded properties by the State-Net. It
is worth to mention that we are not enforcing any explicit
disentanglement and uncorrelation of the state properties, as
we are still in an unsupervised learning framework.
3) Reward-shaped state representation: To test if the re-
ward signal, combined with the new priors, can be used to
effectively shape the state representation by encoding from
the sensors information task-specific knowledge, we analyzed,
using t-SNE, the state representations obtained when the
x-position y-position orientation distance to target
Principal component 1 0.86 0.24 0.18 -0.14
Principal component 2 -0.28 0.68 0.7 0.8
Principal component 3 -0.32 -0.17 -0.37 0.22
Principal component 4 -0.1 0.19 -0.09 0.13
TABLE II: Correlation analysis of the principal components
and the physical properties.
different reward functions, in Equation (8) and (9), are em-
ployed. In particular, we analyze if the clustering of the state
predictions is related to the chosen reward function. In Figure
9, the clustering of the state predictions, when the reward
function in Equation (8) is used, with respect to the true
distance from the target (see Figure 9a) and orientation from
the target (see Figure 9b) is shown. It is possible to notice
that when the reward function in Equation (8) is used, the
state representation is able to encode and cluster close together
the predictions that have similar rewards, i.e similar distance
from the target. When the same predictions are overlapped
with the true orientation (see Figure 9b), the clustering is less
effective and the prediction samples with similar orientation
are spread over larger areas. This is expected since the state
representation is not trained to cluster the predictions with
respect to the orientation. Analogously, the clustering of the
state predictions when the reward function in Equation (9) is
used, with respect to the true distance from the target (see
Figure 9c) and orientation (see Figure 9d) is shown. When
the reward function in Equation (9) is used, the predictions
are correctly clustered with respect to the true orientation
(see Figure 9d), but also with respect to the true distance
(Figure 9c). This is due to the fact that the orientation with
respect to the target is computed using the distance from
the target along the x and y-axis, thus it is not completely
independent on the distance. These results prove that the state
representation encodes task-relevant knowledge through the
reward information.
C. Multi-targets navigation
In this Section, we present the results related to multi-
target navigation. In particular, we analyze if the priors are
suitable for learning a state representation that is capable of
differentiating between multiple navigation targets (two in this
case). The results are presented in Figure 10, where the state
predictions are analysed using PCA (Figure 10a) and t-SNE
(Figure 10b) . The state representation learned can effectively
incorporate the information of the different targets and it can
cluster not only in terms of the reward in Equation (8) (this can
be noticed by looking at the smoothness of the color gradient
in the Figures), but also with respect to the two targets (a clear
division of the state samples).
D. Experiments in realistic simulation environment and on
real robots
In this Section, the transfer learning experiments are pre-
sented. In particular, we show, for a single navigation target,
the trajectories followed by the real robot after transferring the
state representation and the policy learned in the simulation
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Fig. 9: Distance-based reward (a and b) and
orientation-based reward (c and d). Distance vs orientation
clustering (t-SNE visualization)
environment 4d. The trajectories followed on 10 different
experiments, are shown in Figure 11a (left).
To assess the robustness of the state representation and the
policy learned in simulation to variations in the sensor reading,
during the experiments we switched off the lights of the room
and after few seconds we switched then back on. In Figure
11a, the trajectories obtained are shown. When the lights are
off, the agent receives images from the camera which are very
different from the one it has been trained on, thus it cannot
immediately find the key features to reach the target. However,
the agent doesn’t perform random actions that would bring the
robot to crash against an obstacle (purple dots in Figure 11a
(right)). The agent starts a searching behavior as it rotates
around in search of the correct features. Once the light is
turned on again (blue dots in Figure 11a (right)), the agent
quickly recognize the features and drives safely to the target.
This can be interpreted as proof that the policy has learned
robust obstacle avoidance and navigation skills.
By extracting the meaningful features from the sensor data,
not only the RL-agent learns the policy faster, but we can
mitigate the simulation to reality gap and we can directly
transfer the knowledge learned in the simulation environment
to the real robot without any further training on the real
hardware.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a new approach for the unsupervised
learning of state representations for reinforcement learning.
The state representation is learned using a new set of auxiliary
loss functions, i.e. the priors. These priors are shaped using
the reward function as means to incorporate the task-relevant
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Fig. 10: State representation learned for two different targets analysed with PCA (10a) and t-SNE (Figure 10b)
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Fig. 11: Trajectories of the real robot (x-y plane) when the
light is on (left). The green rectangle corresponds to the
starting location of the robot, the red circle corresponds to
the target location. The blue dots are the trajectories
samples. Trajectories of the real robot when the light is off
(right) indicated with purple dots and when the light is
turned on again (blue dots).
knowledge in the state representation. From the tests on the
different environments, the state representation, built using
the reward-shaped priors, can encode the important physical
properties for solving different navigation tasks. Furthermore,
the state representation learned is not dependent on the topol-
ogy of the environment or the textures in it. The number
of uncorrelated components in the state is consistently 4.
However, when an extra constrain is added in the environment
(e.g. obstacles, see Figure 4c), the state representation grows
an extra uncorrelated component to encode information about
the obstacle. The same happens in the case of multi-targets
navigation tasks. Furthermore, the priors allow the fusion of
different sensor modalities (camera and LiDAR in this case).
Eventually, the state representation and policy learned in the
simulation environment are successfully transferred to the real
robot without further retraining.
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